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Description

Our travellers will stop at nothing to locate the treasures of the legendary Sunken City. Follow their
action-packed journey as they cross exotic terrain in a multi-jackpot game. Players couldn’t get
enough of Ozwin’s Jackpots, so here comes a new and improved version. Discover larger jackpots, a
fantastic Bonus Game with an interactive pick-and-click feature, and more valuable collections.
Choose your character and choose your route, every game is a new adventure. The Base Game
begins aboard their trusty boat and each Jackpot Free Spin transports you to one of five remote
locations, each concealing their own unimaginable wealth. Navigate your way to the Bonus Game in
search of treasures and keys to the Sunken City. Once all the keys have been collected, the final
location can be revealed; a trove of riches with higher chances of hitting jackpots and a whopping
multiplier of x10 on every win.

Embark on this daring escapade with our Jackpot Raiders, who knows what rewards lie in these
untrodden grounds.

General Information

Game Type Video Slot
Default Bet Size (€) 2.00€
Def. Coin Value Range (€) 0.005 - 2.00
Number of Paylines 20
Def. Bet Range (€) 0.10€ - 40€

Supporting Currencies
AMD, ARS, AUD, BGN, BRL, CAD, CHF, CLP, CNY, CZK, DKK, EUR,
GBP, GEL, HKD, HRK, HUF, IDR, ILS, INR, ISK, JPY, KRW, KZT, MXN,
MYR, NOK, NZD, PEN, PLN, RON, RUB, SEK, SGD, THB, TRY, TWD,
UAH, USD, VND, ZAR



Games Features

THE COMPASS

You can activate the compass by landing 3+ Scatter symbols or in the Pick & Click Chest game.
When the compass is activated, it either awards 10 Jackpot Free Spins or the Treasure Hunt Bonus
game.





THE SCATTER SYMBOL

The Scatter symbol only appears in the base game and awards the compass when you land 3 or more
in a single spin.

5 Scatter symbols awards the compass + 10 000 coins
4 Scatter symbols award the compass + 1 000 coins
3 Scatter symbols award the compass

PICK & CLICK CHEST GAME

Land 2 Scatter symbols to Trigger the Pick & Click Chest game.

The potential prizes are:

20, 40, 80 coins
10 Jackpot Free Spins
Treasure Hunt Bonus game
1 random Map towards your Map collection





MAP COLLECTION

There are 5 different Maps to collect: the Summit Shrine Map, the Highland Gate Map, the Jungle
Ruins Map, the Desert Tomb Map and the Templar Grave Map. Each Map only appears on its own
reel. When a collection is filled (5 identical Maps are collected) players are awarded 10 Jackpot Free
Spins with 1 starting gem towards that reel's Jackpot collection. The awarded Free Spins are played
with the average coin value of all coin values used when collecting the Maps. All new players receive
2 Summit Shrine Maps and 1 of each other map to start their Map collection. Maps can also be
collected in the Treasure Hunt Bonus game and the Pick & Click Chest game. All collected Maps are
saved between game sessions. If several map collections are completed in the same spin, then
Jackpot Free Spin modes are played out in sequence starting from the lowest value.











JACKPOT FREE SPINS

All line wins in Jackpot Free Spins receive a x3 multiplier
There are no Scatter or Map symbols
There are 5 different gems which award a Jackpot when 5 gems of the same color are collected
in a single Free Spin session
Gem collections are reset at the end of each Free Spin Session
Jackpot Free Spins are played with the same lines as in the base game





SUNKEN CITY FREE SPINS

10 Sunken City Free Spins are unlocked by collecting 5 Relics (Found in the Treasure Hunt
Bonus Game)
All line wins receive a x10 multiplier
Start with 1 gem towards each Jackpot collection
There are no Scatter and Map symbols in Sunken City Free Spins
Sunken City Free Spins are played with the same lines and with the average coin value of the
coin values that were used in the rounds that collected each individual Relic







TREASURE HUNT BONUS GAME

The Treasure Hunt Bonus Game is only triggered from the compass feature. When this Bonus game
is triggered, players will have the choice to play as Sam or Bear. Sam awards better prizes when she
opens a chest but she is more likely to fail her attempt and get no prize. Bear on the other hand has
a higher chance of getting to the prize but gets less from each chest he opens. Once the player
chooses their character, they will have 3 tries to cross the river and open a chest. There are 3
different levels. Each time the player opens a chest they proceed to the next level which has higher
rewards. Please refer to the table below to see all the possible prizes.

Safe Risky Very Risky
50 - 340 coins 240 - 1200 coins 350 - 1800 coins
Low chance of Map Medium chance of Map Highest chance of Map
Low chance of Relic Medium chance of Relic Highest chance of Relic











THE JACKPOTS

Collecting 5 gems of the same color awards the corresponding Jackpot.
Gems appear in all Free Spin modes and are not saved between Free Spin sessions.
Free Spin multipliers do not apply to Jackpot wins.

The start values for the jackpots are always:

Forgotten Jackpot - €40
Rare Jackpot - €200
Mythical Jackpot - €600
Ancient Jackpot - €1 500
Legendary Jackpot - €15 000

Or the equivalent in your chosen currency.





Responsible Gaming

Player
Limits

Players and operators can set play limits: Bet & loss per session, day, week or month.
Block all plays for a specific period of time. Restrict session play in minutes. Real
money play is restricted by players' account funds (i.e. cannot play for credit)

Other
Play for fun - Variable game price. One hour reminder: a message window reminds the
player how long he has been playing and how much he has won or lost during that
period.



Paytable















Payout

Return to Player 96.3%
Default Maximum Win (€) 164000
Hit Frequency 28.09%

Volatility 27 ( excluding jackpots, and with random player decisions in
bonus game )

Contribution to Current Jackpot 3.8%
Jackpot Re-Seed Contribution 0%
Jackpots Seed Values €40, €200, €600, €1500, €15 000
Jackpots Contributions 0.7%, 0.7%, 0.6%, 0.6%, 1.2%
Jackpots Expected Fallout €105, €500, €1 600, €4 000, €100 000



Game Rules

Welcome to Jackpot Raiders Video Slot with 2 different Free Spin modes, 2 different Bonus games
and 5 different local Jackpots!

ABOUT THE GAME

Jackpot Raiders is a Video Slot with 5 reels and 20 paylines oriented from left to right. The game has
eight regular symbols that win if three or more are lined up in sequence on a payline, beginning
from the leftmost position. There is a Scatter symbol that activates the compass if 3 or more appear
anywhere on the reels. There are also 5 Map symbols which award Jackpot Free Spins and 5 gem
symbols that award 1 of 5 Jackpots. Finally, there is a Relic collection that awards Sunken City Free
Spins.

THE COMPASS

You can activate the compass by landing 3+ Scatter symbols or in the Pick & Click Chest game.
When the compass is activated, it either awards 10 Jackpot Free Spins or the Treasure Hunt Bonus
game.

THE SCATTER SYMBOL

The Scatter symbol only appears in the base game and awards the compass when you land 3 or more
in a single spin.

5 Scatter symbols awards the compass + 10000 coins
4 Scatter symbols award the compass + 1000 coins
3 Scatter symbols award the compass

PICK & CLICK CHEST GAME

Land 2 Scatter symbols to Trigger the Pick & Click Chest game. The potential prizes are:

20, 40, 80 coins
10 Jackpot Free Spins
Treasure Hunt Bonus game
1 random Map towards your Map collection



MAP COLLECTION

There are 5 different Maps to collect: the Summit Shrine Map, the Highland Gate Map, the Jungle
Ruins Map, the Desert Tomb Map and the Templar Grave Map. Each Map only appears on its own
reel. When a collection is filled (5 identical Maps are collected) players are awarded 10 Jackpot Free
Spins with 1 starting gem towards that reel's Jackpot collection. The awarded Free Spins are played
with the average coin value of all coin values used when collecting the Maps. All new players receive
2 Summit Shrine Maps and 1 of each other map to start their Map collection. Maps can also be
collected in the Treasure Hunt Bonus game and the Pick & Click Chest game. All collected Maps are
saved between game sessions. If several map collections are completed in the same spin, then
Jackpot Free Spin modes are played out in sequence starting from the lowest value.

JACKPOT FREE SPINS

All line wins in Jackpot Free Spins receive a 3x multiplier
There are no Scatter or Map symbols
There are 5 gems which award a Jackpot when 5 gems of the same color are collected in a
single Free Spin session
Gem collections are reset at the end of each Free Spin Session
Jackpot Free Spins are played with the same lines as in the base game

SUNKEN CITY FREE SPINS

10 Sunken City Free Spins are unlocked by collecting 5 Relics (Found in the Treasure Hunt
Bonus Game)
All line wins receive a 10x multiplier
Start with 1 of each gem already in the gem collection
There are no Scatter and Map symbols in Sunken City Free Spins
Sunken City Free Spins are played with the same lines and with the average coin value of the
coin values that were used in the rounds that collected each individual Relic

TREASURE HUNT BONUS GAME

The Treasure Hunt Bonus Game is only triggered from the compass feature. When this Bonus game
is triggered, players will have the choice to play as Sam or Bear. Sam awards better prizes when she
opens a chest but she is more likely to fail her attempt and get no prize. Bear on the other hand has
a higher chance of getting to the prize but gets less from each chest he opens. Once the player
chooses their character, they will have 3 tries to cross the river and open a chest. There are 3
different levels. Each time the player opens a chest they proceed to the next level which has higher
rewards. Please refer to the table below to see all the possible prizes.

Safe Risky Very Risky
50 - 340 coins 240 - 1200 coins 350 - 1800 coins



Low chance of Map Medium chance of Map Highest chance of Map
Low chance of Relic Medium chance of Relic Highest chance of Relic

THE JACKPOTS

Collecting 5 gems of the same color awards the corresponding Jackpot.
Gems appear in all Free Spin modes and are not saved between Free Spin sessions.
Free Spin multipliers do not apply to Jackpot wins.

JACKPOT RULES

All Jackpots are progressive. 3.8% of each bet is contributed to the Jackpots.
None of the Jackpots have a ceiling value, meaning: they do not have a limit before they pay
out.
Jackpot Wins are subject to verification by the operator and the supplier. All decisions are final
and no correspondence will be entertained.
The Jackpot values are displayed at the top as recorded on the supplier's server. Every effort is
made to ensure that the progressive Jackpot values displayed in the game are the same as the
ones on the supplier's server.
Jackpots cannot be won when Playing For Fun.
The probability to win the Jackpot in each spin is proportional to the player's bet size.
All 5 Jackpots can be won in a single Jackpot Free Spins round.
No simultaneous Jackpot win by two or more players is possible for the same Jackpot; when
one game round makes a claim for a certain Jackpot, it is simultaneously assured that no other
game round can claim the same Jackpot. In the event of two players seeming to have won at
the same time, due to network latency or other reasons one will always be first.

The start values for the jackpots are always:

Forgotten Jackpot - €40
Rare Jackpot - €200
Mythical Jackpot - €600
Ancient Jackpot - €1 500
Legendary Jackpot - €15 000

Or the equivalent in your chosen currency.

HOW TO PLAY

Select your coin denomination.
Press the Spin button to start the game

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS



To calculate your total payline coin win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.
To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence
on the line starting from the far left.
If three or more identical symbols lined up, find the coin win value in the Pay Table. There you
can for all symbols find the value for 3 in a row, 4 in a row, and 5 in a row. Only the highest
winning combination per line is paid out.
The above doesn't include any Scatter symbols which pay scattered.
Calculate the total win in your home currency by multiplying the total coin win with your coin
value.

GAME OPTIONS

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Pay Table – Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and
information on the paylines.
Game Settings – Change the game speed, sound volume, and set conditions for when to stop
autoplay.
Game History – If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay
your last 10 game rounds.
Game Rules – Opens the rules of the game.
Mute – Turn the sounds on or off.

GAME PANEL

A) Lines – Displays the number of lines in the game. The number of lines is fixed and cannot be
changed.
B) Coin Value – Change your bet size by changing your coin value. To transform any bet or win in
coins to your home currency, multiply the coin amount by your coin value.
C) Bet – The bet size is 1 coin per payline.
D) Max Bet – Sets the coin value to the largest available. Press the Max Bet-button again to go back
to the coin value you had before.

E) Spin Button– Start the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into the
Stop Button. Press the Stop Button to stop the reels immediately.
F) Autoplay – You can make the game play without pressing the spin button every time. Choose the
number of rounds to auto play by pressing the autoplay button. You can choose additional conditions
for when to stop autoplay in the Game Settings. The loss limit in some game client versions prevents
you from losing above set limit during autoplay session. To stop autoplay manually, press the
autoplay button.
G) Win – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.
H) Balance – Display the account balance. If cash view is chosen, this field displays your balance in
your home currency. If coin view is chosen, field displays your available coins based on the current
coin value. Should you change the coin value, the balance field will update with your new amount of
available coins.
I) Cash/Coin view – You can choose to view Bet size and Balance in either Cash or Coins. If you



choose cash, the game will transform all values in coins to cash by multiplying the coin amount with
your coin value. You can switch between Cash and Coin view by the option in settings or by pressing
the Bet field or Balance field.

Options Panel

The options icon expands and collapses the options tray.

Opens the paytable.

Opens the Settings panel.

Opens the game history.

Opens the Gamerules.

Turns the sound on/off.

Open the games in Fullscreen mode.





Randomization

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certified random number
generator. For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us



Additional Information

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game1.
within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from interrupted game will be added
to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance
immediately. This also affects interrupted free spin rounds which may result in Jackpot winnings.
In any situation where the replay-functionality is not sufficient, please contact the support team of2.
your gaming website.
In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are3.
rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.
This is game rules version 1, dated 23/05 2019. To make available any previous version, please use4.
the contact form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact-us



Technical Information

Desktop

Browser Minimum Version
Safari 537 (6.1)
Opera 26
Internet Explorer 11
Firefox 33
Chrome 32


